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## 5 Specific Techniques for Teaching ESL Grammar

1. You don’t need a grammar book to start your lesson.  
2. In example sentences, use content that is relevant and meaningful to your students.  
3. Find a real task that is suitable for low-proficiency adult learners.  
4. Use a rapid language drill for practice, assessment, or both.  
5. Limit grammar terminology as much as possible.  
6. Help students sort out and then consolidate new grammar information.  
7. For any grammar point, consider potential first language interference.  
8. Simple exercises may not be so simple.  
9. Use the board to help students visualize a pattern.  
10. Use songs to practice grammar.  
11. Choose grammar materials for false beginners carefully.  
12. Use pantomime when it matches the grammar point.  
13. Multiple choice questions are useful in teaching, not just testing grammar.
14. In teaching editing, state the number and type of errors that students are to locate. 377
15. Help students manage the daunting chunks of grammar information. 378
16. Help students see all the pieces of a grammar puzzle. 380
17. Break up longer or difficult grammar lessons. 380
18. Gimmicks help all learners. 381
19. Use examples that match the target grammar point. 381
20. Teach mnemonic devices to help students remember grammar. 383
21. Motivate your students with a challenge. 384
22. Reduce teacher workload: Let students write practice quizzes for each other. 385
23. Find grammar points in non-ESL (i.e., authentic) materials. 386
24. Use guided grammar writing activities to help students see the connection between grammar and writing. 386
25. Develop your own system for correcting grammar errors. 388
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